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By Frances Osborne

Little, Brown Book Group. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Park Lane, Frances
Osborne, London, 1914. Two young women dream of breaking free from tradition and obligation;
they know that suffragettes are on the march and that war looms, but at 35 Park Lane, Lady
Masters, head of a dying industrial dynasty, insists that life is about service and duty. Below stairs,
housemaid Grace Campbell is struggling. Her family in Carlisle believes she is a high earning
secretary, but she has barely managed to get work in service - something she keeps even from her
adored brother. Asked to send home more money than she earns, Grace is in trouble. As third
housemaid she waits on Miss Beatrice, the youngest daughter of the house, who, fatigued with the
social season, is increasingly drawn into Mrs Pankhurst's captivating underground world of militant
suffragettes. Soon Bea is playing a dangerous game that will throw her in the path of a man her
mother wouldn't let through the front door. Then war comes and it is not just their secrets - now on
a collision course - that will change their lives for good. Brilliantly capturing a deeply fascinating
period of British life...
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Very helpful to all of group of men and women. It can be writter in easy terms instead of confusing. You will like how the writer write this book.
-- Dr . Da r en Mitchell PhD-- Dr . Da r en Mitchell PhD

Extensive manual for pdf fanatics. This can be for all who statte there was not a well worth looking at. I am pleased to tell you that this is basically the very
best pdf i have go through inside my individual existence and might be he finest ebook for at any time.
-- Dor ia n Roob-- Dor ia n Roob
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